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To: Grantham, Nancy[Grantham.Nancy@epa.gov] 
From: energy@morningconsult.cpro30.com 
Sent: Mon 9/28/2015 12:25:17 PM 
Subject: Morning Consult Energy: Corker Wants White House to Consult With Senate Before Paris 
Talks; Shell to Halt Arctic Drilling 

Today's Washington Brief 

•Ina letter to Secretary of State John Kerry, Sen-ate For-eign Re-la-tions 
Com-mit-tee Chair-man Bob Cork-er (R-Tenn.) questioned whether the hoped
for climate accord in Paris later this year will be dealt with as a formal treaty, and 
asked for an explanation if the answer to that question is no. Corker said the 
Obama administration is legally and constitutionally obliged to "engage in 
meaningful conversations with the Senate" as it prepares for the climate summit. 

Today's Business Brief 

• Royal Dutch Shell said it will end exploration in Arctic waters after results from an 
exploratory well were unsuccessful. The company's CEO said that while Shell 
will continue to consider the Arctic strategically important for exploration, it will 
halt activities "for the foreseeable future" due to the disappointing results. 
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Today's Chart Review 

Mark Your Calendars (All Times Eastern) 

Tuesday 
AWEA Offshore WINDPOWER ~,~~""'""" 
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Wednesday 
AWEA Offshore WINDPOWER .::::.~,"'~-~.::;.;;::. 

General 
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The House passed legislation on Friday to streamline the environmental review 
process for infrastructure projects. Under the measure, federal agencies would only 
have to use one environmental impact statement and one environmental assessment 
as required by the National Environmental Policy Act 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, in a letter to auto manufacturers, said it 
plans to road-test vehicles, rather than primarily rely on statements from auto makers 
and some laboratory testing. The agency also indicated it would check for the 
presence of software designed to trick emissions testing. 

Clinton once said that she was "inclined" to sign off on the project because the U.S. 
was "either going to be dependent on dirty oil from the Gulf or dependent on dirty oil 
from Canada." "When I made that statement years ago, we did not have the kind of 
energy profile that we now have," Clinton said. "We did not have the full 
understanding of how the particular oil that would have been extracted from those tar 
sands was of a different degree of dirtiness and polluting in terms of greenhouse 
gasses." 

When Microsoft business unit managers calculate their profits or losses each quarter, 
they consider more than just sales and expenses. They also factor in the price of 
carbon. Even more radically, the business units are charged an internal tax by 
Microsoft based on their energy usage. 

The House Natural Resources Committee will hold several hearings on 
environmental topics. The Subcommittee on Federal Lands will hold an 
oversight hearing on federal forest management on Tuesday. The full committee will 
hold a hearing titled "Respecting State Authority in Regards to Resource 
Management and Energy Development" on Wednesday. 
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Two Nevada counties and some mining companies want a court to block new 
restrictions on mining, energy development and grazing that are meant to protect a 
declining bird species across millions of acres of the American West. The case 
appears to be the first challenge to the Interior Department's declaration that it can 
protect the greater sage grouse without hobbling the region's economy. 

President Barack Obama Sunday said the United States has fully adopted the UN's 
17-point agenda of global goals designed to eradicate extreme poverty and other 
forms of human suffering while conserving the environment 

Republicans in Congress started to realize Friday they have a clearer path to 
finishing a host of must-pass agenda item than at any point in recent months. 
Boehner, liberated from the political challenge of keeping his own job, will spend his 
final weeks in office free of the intra-party feuding that has consumed the House 
Republican Conference for the past couple months. That could pave the way for a 
flurry of votes on otherwise controversial legislative deadlines. 

European stocks and U.S. equity-index futures slid as tumbling automakers and 
mining companies sent ripples across global markets. In the U.S., Standard & Poor's 
500 Index E-mini futures expiring in December fell 0.7 percent after the gauge slid for 
a second week. 

Oil & Natural Gas 

Oil prices fell on Monday, paring some of last week's 2 percent rally, despite 
evidence of slowing U.S. production and a fourth weekly increase in U.S. investor 
holdings of crude futures. 

Royal Dutch Shell will cease exploration in Arctic waters off Alaska's coast following 
disappointing results from an exploratory well backed by billions in investment and 
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years of work. The announcement was a huge blow to Shell, which was counting on 
offshore drilling in Alaska to help it drive future revenue. 

California air regulators on Friday approved a substantial cut to carbon pollution 
from gasoline and diesel fuels, a move that will force oil producers to reduce the 
amount of carbon generated by all transportation fuels in the state at least 10 percent 
by 2020. The action, coming two weeks after a stinging defeat for Gov. Jerry Brown's 
planned 50 percent cut in petroleum use by 2030, signaled his administration's 
determination to press forward with an aggressive environmental agenda through the 
regulatory process rather than by legislation. 

North Dakota regulators on Thursday gave the energy industry 10 extra months to 
reduce the amount of natural gas burned off at oil wells, acquiescing to industry 
worries that construction delays have made it all but impossible to meet existing 
targets. Regulators in the No. 2 U.S. oil producing state stopped short of approving 
the full two-year extension sought by companies grappling with the steepest price 
downturn in years. 

Gov. Bill Walker on Friday brushed aside criticism from Republican lawmakers that 
they were blindsided by his call to reinstate the gas reserves tax during the upcoming 
special session. Walker said the tax is not meant to be punitive, only to spur 
movement on the natural gas pipeline project, estimated to cost between $45 billion 
and $65 billion. However, it remains only in the preliminary design stage, and the four 
partners have not decided whether to build it. 

Oil giant BP Pie, which was said to be readying defenses for potential takeover offers, 
has a little-known ace in the hole: a disclaimer in its Macondo spill settlement that 
could tack $12.6 billion onto the price tag. A potential buyer might be forced to 
accelerate the payment of as much as two-thirds of the $18. 7 billion in penalties the 
company agreed to pay the U.S. and several states, according to company filings. 
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The glut of crude pooling up around the world has cut oil prices 23 percent in three 
months, and overseas natural gas supplies linked to crude are so cheap that 
America's gas exports can't compete. Traders speculating that more of the power
plant fuel will just remain in the U.S. have sent gas futures to the lowest seasonal 
level in 14 years. 

Utilities & Infrastructure 

The Southwest Power Pool is the first regional transmission organization (RTO) to 
openly engage state air regulators on Clean Power Plan compliance. SPP intends to 
revisit the cost estimates associated with compliance, and stressed to member states 
that a regional approach could be about 40% cheaper than a state attempting to go it 
alone. 

More than a year after Indiana lawmakers repealed the state's energy efficiency 
standard, utilities are scaling back their efforts while - advocates argue - seeking to 
overcharge ratepayers for their plans. 

Renewables 

Utilities contend that rooftop solar owners - often wealthier homeowners, who can 
afford the high upfront installation costs - haven't been paying their fair share of the 
cost of maintaining power lines, transformers, substations and power plants. Edison, 
San Diego Gas & Electric Co. and Pacific Gas & Electric Co. have proposed plans 
that include reducing compensation to rooftop solar owners for the electricity they 
generate and adding monthly fees of as much as $3 for every kilowatt of capacity 
they own. 

Coal 
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The country offers a cautionary tale on why going green isn't always as smooth a ride 
as thought, and its Energiewende can offer some valuable lessons for the United 
States. The crucial part of Germany's energy transition was supposed to be phasing 
out coal, a major contributor to climate change. But that turned out to be much harder 
than anyone thought 

Nuclear 

The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission this month downgraded the safety rating 
of the 43-year-old plant in Plymouth, which it now rates as one of the three least-safe 
units among the nation's 99 reactors. The multimillion-dollar repairs now required 
could deal a death blow to Pilgrim, and in so doing, inflict significant damage to the 
state's effort to cut its carbon emissions - an effort that now relies heavily on nuclear 
power. 

Climate 

Sen-ate For-eign Re-la-tions Com-mit-tee Chair-man Bob Cork-er is press-ing the 
Obama ad-min-is-tra-tion to re-veal its plans for the in-ter-na-tion-al cli-mate-change 
ac-cord that na-tions hope to reach in Par-is late this year. In the let-ter ob-tained 
by Na-tion-al Journ-al, Cork-er asks wheth-er the ad-min-is-tra-tion plans to treat the 
hoped-for ac-cord as a form-al treaty that would be sub-mit-ted to the Sen-ate for 
ap-prov-al-and for the reas-on-ing if the an-swer is no. 

The pontiff de-clared that "any harm done to the en-vir-on-ment there-fore is harm to 
hu-man-ity"-re-marks made while speak-ing through a trans-lat-or. Fran-cis also 
dove dir-ectly in-to the polit-ics of cli-mate change, ex-press-ing op-tim-ism that a 
strong agree-ment will be reached later this year at U.N. cli-mate talks set to be held 
in Par-is, a sum-mit widely viewed by en-vir-on-ment-al-ists and world lead-ers as a 
make-it-or-break-it mo-ment in the fight against glob-al warm-ing. 
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The U.S. and China on Friday announced significant steps in their efforts to combat 
climate change, including a pledge by China to launch a program by 2017 to cap 
some emissions and put a price on carbon and to contribute $3.1 billion to help 
poorer countries finance their own transition programs. The announcements showed 
the two countries' latest strategies for reaching emissions targets and their efforts to 
boost an international accord to reduce global carbon-dioxide emissions, which is 
meant to be wrapped up in December. 

The pledges that countries are making to battle climate change would still allow the 
world to heat up by more than 6 degrees Fahrenheit, a new analysis shows, a level 
that scientists say is likely to produce catastrophes ranging from food shortages to 
widespread extinctions of plant and animal life. Yet, in the world of global climate 
politics, that counts as progress. 

Using responses from nearly 700 biophysical scientists, a survey published 
Thursday in the journal Environmental Research Letters finds that approximately 92 
percent of them believe that human-caused climate change is really happening. 
"These results show again that climate science is trusted, is mature, is reliable," 
said Stuart Carlton, a coastal ecosystem and social science specialist at Texas Sea 
Grant (formerly at Purdue University, while the survey was being completed) and the 
study's lead author. 

Opinions, Editorials & Perspectives 

Preparing for the future is never easy. But attempting to mitigate climate change 
essentially means seeking behavioral changes in the near term (more costs, some 
adjustments) to increase the prospect that future generations might have a better 
future (and reduce costs in the long-run). Given what we know about the behavior of 
political officials and aspirants, why would anyone want to go near this issue? And 
then there was Francis. 

The Interior Department decided last week not to classify the greater sage grouse as 
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an endangered species, ending five years of deliberation. Some are hailing this as 
thought-to-be-extinct government restraint, but it's really political cover for other plans 
that will do as much or more economic harm. 

Matthias Mueller who was appointed Volkswagen AG's chief executive officer on 
Friday doesn't have an easy job. As a result of the diesel emissions scandal, which 
forced Martin Winterkorn to resign, VW faces a welter of legal sanctions and civil 
lawsuits, 11 million diesel vehicles that don't meet emissions standards, as well as 
the looming risk that consumers will boycott its vehicles. 

Meeting the carbon reduction targets will be left to the states, but Brookings Fellow 
Adie Tomer, Senior Fellow Robert Puentes, and Senior Research Assistant Joseph 
Kane argue that "metro areas should also be a big part of [the Clean Power Plan] 
discussion." 

Research Reports, Issue Briefs & Case Studies 

The extent to which non-climate scientists are skeptical of climate science has not 
been studied via direct survey. Here we report on a survey of biophysical scientists 
across disciplines at universities in the Big 10 Conference. Most respondents (93.6%) 
believe that mean temperatures have risen and most (91.9%) believe in an 
anthropogenic contribution to rising temperatures. Respondents strongly believe that 
climate science is credible (mean credibility score 6.67/7). Those who disagree about 
climate change disagree over basic facts (e.g., the effects of CO2 on climate) and 
have different cultural and political values. 
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This email is intended for grantham.nancy@epa.gov. 
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